
LATITUDE



Finish - Clear Anigre & White Palette

HUTCHES & OVERHEADS
Latitude offers hutch and overhead solutions in a variety of 
styles for use in a work area configuration. All hutches and 
overheads include L.E.D. tasklights mounted beneath the 
cabinet and hidden from view.
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Finish -  Natural Walnut & White Palette
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Finish - Clear Zebrawood & Rosso Back-Painted Glass

POWERPORT
A unique worksurface mounted module that can be specified 
to a location that best serves the user’s needs.

ROUND GROMMETS
Round grommets provide convenient cable passage for areas  
not requiring a large opening. 
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Finish - Clear Zebrawood, White Back-Painted Glass & White Palette
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Finish - SilverGrey on Walnut & White Palette

BEVELED DETAIL
Latitude’s worksurface tops and drawers both have a beveled  
edge allowing the two to meet at a unique 45° miter.

RUNOFF CORNER DETAIL
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Finish - Espresso on Rift Oak
Finish -  Clear Sycamore & White Palette
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Finish - Espresso on Rift Oak & White Back-Painted Glass 
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Finish -  Natural Walnut & White Palette

FINGER PULLS
Latitude drawers have the option of finger pulls in the same 
finish as the drawer front. 

DRAWER PULLS
Latitude drawer pulls are Gloss Aluminum finish.
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Finish - SilverGrey on Oak & White Palette
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Finish -  SilverGrey on Oak
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“O” Base with full wood modesty panel

Back-painted glass panel

“O” Base with half wood modesty panel

Pencil tray

“O” Base with no modesty panel

Disc base 

“O” Base with full glass modesty panel

Square plate base

“O” Base with half glass modesty panel

solutions@krug.ca | www.krug.ca | 1.888.578.KRUG Finish on cover - SIlverGrey on Walnut
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All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified


